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Transform your home with our stylish, versatile + affordable shutters offering  
you complete flexibility with light control, privacy + insulation. Our shutters  
are a window treatment that will help you increase the value of your home. 

At dc+b we manufacture our 
shutters, which means we can 
charge you less + offer you 
more - less hidden costs means 
factory direct prices + more 
value for your money. Direct 
from the manufacturer ensures 
a higher standard of quality, 
more variety + better service; all 
vital advantages. It also means 
shorter waiting times so you 
can get your shutters installed 
sooner!

Unlike others in the market our 
shutters are 100% custom made. 
There are no shortcuts, your 
shutters are custom designed  
+ manufactured specifically  
to fit your window, door +  
alcove dimensions.

why choose dc+b shutters

+  Established in 1967 - A company 
you can trust

+  Family owned + operated 
Australian business

+  Affordable + value for money 

+  We do it all so no hidden costs 
- Our experienced team design, 
measure, manufacture + install

+  Free in-home consultation service

+   The largest network of stores 
in Australia making it more 
convenient for you to visit our 
team at your local dc+b store

+   Australia’s largest range of 
samples + full sized displays 
so you can be confident you’re 
making the right decision

+ Child + Pet safe with no cords

+ Excellent control of light + airflow

+ Adjustable blades regulate light,  
    ventilation + privacy

+  Ideal choice for thermal +  
sound insulation

+ Investment + curb appeal

+ UV protection for furniture,  
    furnishings + flooring

+ Low maintenance + allergy free

+ Easy to use + clean

why choose dc+b
+  Peace of mind with our three 

year warranty

+   Exceptional quality which 
provides long term value + 
increases your property’s 
appreciation

+   Market leading materials, 
manufacturing processes, 
advanced technology + 
quality control systems

+  Authentic 100% custom made 
handcrafting without any  
pre-fabrication or shortcuts

+  Australian Business Quality 
Award Winner

+  Best of Houzz Service  
Award Winner 

our shutters
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Our clear view control is designed with 
a tilt rod concealed at the back of the 
panel to rotate the blades, ensuring 
unobstructed views through open blades.

clear view

compare the difference With Australia’s largest range of choices, 
you can be assured that your shutters are 
the most premium design on the market.

premium design

Our PVC shutters are made with an 
aluminium core which strengthens the 
blades + panels, adding extra support for 
a more durable longer lasting shutter.

aluminium core

Our shutters use elliptical shaped blades 
which are designed to increase the blade 
closure for privacy, light control + to assist 
with less build up of dust.

elliptical blades

Our PVC shutters are resistant to moisture 
+ humidity, making them ideal for wet 
areas such as bathrooms + kitchens. 

moisture resistant
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add insulation

C U S T O M 
F I T

Our shutters are
designed +

manufactured to
fit your exact

window + door
dimensions

Let’s not forget about how shutters can 
transform the facade of your home. 
Installing our shutters across your home’s 
front windows can make a huge impact to 
your home’s curb appeal. Along with these 
aesthetic benefits, our shutters will add sound 
insulation from outside road + traffic noise.

transform 
your facade

Our shutters are an ideal choice for thermal 
insulation - Open the blades to stream light 
into rooms + close to insulate, offering you  
a more energy efficient home all year round.
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select typeS T e p 1

For increased strength + durability, our new generation 
PVC shutters are constructed with high grade extruded 
Polyresin + an aluminium core in each blade + panel. 

Our PVC shutters have the added benefits of being UV, 
water + moisture resistant to withstand fading, cracking 
or warping. Not affected by moisture or humidity 
makes them ideal for high use areas + wet areas such as 
kitchens, bathrooms + laundries. 

Choose from our large range of PVC premium shutters, 
or our curated range of PVC essential shutters.

+ Durable aluminium core

+ UV, water + moisture
   resistant 

+ Ideal for wet areas

+ Choose from PVC 
   premium or PVC 
   essential range

+ Painted colour options

p e r F e C T 
F I T

Our PVC shutters
are suitable in

all rooms in your
home not just

wet areas

pvc shutters
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timber shutters

Our timber shutters are constructed from premium grade 
100% solid basswood timber, rather than faux timber or 
wrapped or hollow blades, which is grown from sustainable 
tree plantations. The quality medium density timber which 
is lightweight allows good resistance to knocks, bumps, 
bowing + warping, making it ideal for shutters. 

+  Timeless beauty of timber

+   100% solid basswood timber

+  Timber grown from sustainable 
plantations

+  Choose from Australia’s largest range 
of painted + stained colours
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Our aluminium shutters can be installed 
indoors or outdoors + adapted to 
any form of installation, whether it be 
hinged, sliding, bifold, french doors 
or simply fixed in place. They provide 
stylish, practical + affordable solutions 
for patios, balconies, verandas + 
windows, allowing you to take control 
of your privacy, security, ventilation, 
light + views. Our aluminium shutters 
are a great alternative to use inside your 
home as they can be custom designed 
to large widths. 

+  Suitable for indoor + outdoor

+ Control privacy, light + views

+  Increase security with  
locking systems 

+  Protection from heat, wind  
+ rain

+  Increase insulation +  
energy savings

+  Create an enclosed outdoor 
living area

aluminium shutters
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select styleS T e p 2

The most popular style, suitable for small 
to large size windows, usually with one or 
more rectangular panels hinged in a variety 
of configurations. They are available as single 
hinged panels or double hinged panels so 
the panels can fold back on themselves.

B I - F O L D

S L I D I N G

Bi-folds are installed on tracks with up to 
eight panels bi-folding off one another + 
always come with an even number of panels. 
Used most commonly on doorways but also 
perfect for windows with larger widths + 
heights. An ideal choice for seamless indoor/
outdoor living spaces + servery areas. When 
folded open you can maximise window views 
+ natural light. 

Perfect to cover wide widths + the ideal 
option for sliding doors to match back to 
your windows. Panels slide on tracks + are 
installed on a top track with a sleek fascia + 
either a bottom track or bottom guide. This 
style has the ability to slide the panels past 
the window to maximise window views + 
natural light.

I N  T H e              
B e S T  H A N D S

Our experienced
installers will handle

the complete
installation process

for you
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S T e p 3

Suitable for most window 
sizes, including french doors.

6 3 M M

Our most popular size which 
offers a more contemporary look 
+ optimises the amount of light.

8 9 M M

Make a design statement on 
large or very tall windows. For 
aluminium shutters, the largest 
blade size is 115mm.

1 1 4 M M

S M O O T H 
O p e r AT I O N

Choose from our
three blade sizes

all of which ensure
an easy + smooth

operation

Closes the gap between panels. 
The best choice to eliminate light 
gaps for superior light control + 
privacy. 

A S T r A G A L  S T I L e

Panels interlock to give more  
light control than the butt stile.

r A B B e T  S T I L e

Panels meet together without  
any additional moulding.

B U T T  S T I L e

select blade select stile S T e p 4

W H AT ’ S  A        
S T I L e ?

Our stiles support
the blades in a
shutter panel.
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Tiltrod is off set to the side on the 
face of the panel for a classic look 
but with less obstruction to views 
through open blades.

O F F S e T  T I LT  r O D

Tiltrod is centred on the face of the 
panel providing the traditional look  
of plantation shutters.

C e N T r e  T I LT  r O D

Contemporary clean lines with the 
tiltrod, which is used to rotate the 
blades, concealed at the back of the 
panel ensuring unobstructed views 
through open blades.

C L e A r V I e W

select controlS T e p 6select frame S T e p 5

Select from Australia’s largest range of frame designs to match 
your shutters with your home interiors. Our custom range of 
frames are designed to fit the style + size of your window + 
complete the look of your shutters. Our frames are mounted on 
your wall or window, then your shutter panels are mounted inside 
the frame for a beautiful, professional finish. 

frames
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Don’t fear if you have irregular 
shaped windows or doors - we 
manufacture to fit any size or 
shape: angles, arches, circles, ovals, 
triangles, sunbursts, hexagons or 
even octagons!
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S T e p 5

We offer endless decorating possibilities with our 
extensive colour range. Choose from crisp whites 
to warm timber stains - whether your home is 
contemporary or classic, we have a colour to suit.

Custom colours are also available to match your 
shutters with your wall paint or furnishings.

We also offer the choice to mix + match your panel 
colours + frame designs so you can create a style  
all your own.

We offer a range of hinge colours - choose from 
antique brass, bisque, black, nickel plated, pearl, 
stainless steel or white.

D e S I G N 
S O L U T I O N S

Special custom
shapes to suit

unique window
+ door designs

select colourS T e p 7

colours

select shape S T e p 8

shapes
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Our shutters can be made with cutouts  
for door handles or window winders. 
Cutouts are available rectangular or 
curved. 

door + window  
cut outs

We can fix our shutters onto 
doors, allowing no interference 
when doors are opened + closed.

doors

Our shutters are low maintenance 
- an occasional quick wipe down is 
all they need to keep clean. 

Dust does not collect on shutters 
in the same manner it does on 
fabric, making them more suitable 
for those who want to avoid dusty 
environments. 

easy to clean

A smooth durable paint finish 
which includes three PU primary 
paint undercoats + a PU top coat, 
with anti-scratch components + 
UV-inhibiting finishes which resist 
staining, fading + yellowing.

superior finish

e N D L e S S 
O p T I O N S

As we individually
design + manufacture

each shutter the
design options

are endless!
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The largest range of custom made curtains+blinds+shutters+outdoor.
Contact us for your local store P. (03) 9237 1200 


